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ABSTRACT

Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) has evolved to be a nat-
urally selected, robust biomacromolecule for gene in-
formation storage, and biological evolution and var-
ious diseases can find their origin in uncertainties
in DNA-related processes (e.g. replication and ex-
pression). Recently, synthetic DNA has emerged as
a compelling molecular media for digital data stor-
age, and it is superior to the conventional electronic
memory devices in theoretical retention time, power
consumption, storage density, and so forth. However,
uncertainties in the in vitro DNA synthesis and se-
quencing, along with its conjugation chemistry and
preservation conditions can lead to severe errors
and data loss, which limit its practical application.
To maintain data integrity, complicated error correc-
tion algorithms and substantial data redundancy are
usually required, which can significantly limit the ef-
ficiency and scale-up of the technology. Herein, we
summarize the general procedures of the state-of-
the-art DNA-based digital data storage methods (e.g.
write, read, and preservation), highlighting the un-
certainties involved in each step as well as potential
approaches to correct them. We also discuss chal-
lenges yet to overcome and research trends in the
promising field of DNA-based data storage.

INTRODUCTION

Modern society is characterized by advanced information
technologies, generating increasingly vast amounts of digi-
tal data (1,2). Therefore, a variety of data storage techniques
have been developed, including those based on magnetic
media (e.g. tape, hard disk drive), electronic media (e.g. flash
memory), and optical media (e.g. digital video disc, blue-
ray disc). However, the amount of data that can be stored
on the conventional media will very soon be exceeded by

one that humans will produce, not to mention for most data
media the retention time is only about 10 years. It is esti-
mated that the data generated worldwide in 2025 will reach
175 zettabytes (≈1021 bytes), and then 3 yottabytes (≈1024

bytes) in 2040, which will greatly challenge the storage ca-
pability of our digital memory if a new medium is still not
available at that time (https://www.seagate.com/our-story/
data-age-2025/, (3,4)). Therefore, novel data storage media
with high performance in data density, retention time, en-
ergy cost and read-write speed are urgently needed.

Since billions of years ago, DNA has been naturally se-
lected as the storage medium of gene information which
serves as the blueprint to construct and maintain the most
intricate biological system in the world. The naturally se-
lected DNA is also an extraordinary candidate as a new
data storage medium featuring high volumetric density,
long retention time, and low energy cost (5). As a promis-
ing biological molecular data storage media, the most sig-
nificant advantage would be its unprecedented data density
(i.e. theoretical density up to 455 EB g–1 (6)), which is ap-
proximately three orders of magnitude greater than that of
the state-of-the-art flash memories (5,7,8). Although read-
ing this amount of data at a high speed is still challeng-
ing even with the well-established second generation high-
throughput sequencing (9), it can still serve as the comple-
mentary to traditional storage media when high density and
long retention time are more critical than short access time
(e.g. for information archiving and backup), not to men-
tion the promising third generation single-molecule DNA
sequencing technique is on its way with long read lengths
and real-time data acquisition (10).

DNA is also a remarkably stable biomacromolecule that
can be preserved for thousands of years if kept away from
high humidity, irradiation, and air. The molecule chain can
accommodate any base sequence and form a double helix
structure with specific Watson–Crick base pairing. The base
pairs are formed based on the weak and reversible hydrogen
bonding, which enables duplication and transcription of the
gene information with small amounts of energy consump-
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tion. Taking advantage of these unique features, enormous
replicas of DNA can be accurately prepared in a short time
starting from a single copy (e.g. the polymerase chain re-
action, PCR) (11,12). The advances in biotechnology also
facilitate facile DNA synthesis and editing of the DNA se-
quence. Therefore, writing, copy, and paste of data into the
DNA molecule can be rather efficient in the near future.

In the past few years, many efforts have been devoted to
encoding non-biological information in the synthetic DNA
sequences for digital data storage (13–16). Since current
DNA synthesis and sequencing techniques inevitably lead
to various uncertainties in data storage, many researchers
have been trying to figure out and deal with the data errors,
which can be one of the major challenges for large-scale
DNA-based data storage. Therefore, in this review, we first
give an overview of the mainstream procedures for synthetic
DNA-based data storage and then discuss the uncertainties
involved in each step, highlighting the mechanisms and po-
tential methods for error correction. Other than data writ-
ing and reading, we also summarize the immobilization and
preservation of DNA that are also highly relevant to the ro-
bustness of DNA-based data storage. At last, the challenges
and future research trends toward the large-scale applica-
tion of DNA-based data storage are also discussed.

OVERVIEW OF DNA-BASED DATA STORAGE

Akin to conventional electronic memory, the operation of
the DNA-based data storage system generally involves five
major steps: encoding, writing, preservation, retrieval and
decoding, as illustrated in Figure 1.

Encoding

It is well known that the DNA sequence consists of four
different bases (i.e. adenine (A), thymine (T), cytosine (C),
guanine (G)) that are arranged in a specific order. The first
step for DNA-based data storage is to transfer a binary
data stream into quaternary DNA base sequences. Consid-
ering the sequence length of DNA that can be currently syn-
thesized with relatively high fidelity, original binary data is
usually broken into chunks and transferred into DNA se-
quences with lengths no more than two hundred nucleotides
(nt). For accurate data recovery by the reassembly of these
chunks, strategies based on data overlapping in adjacent
chunks or adding addressable index in each chunk are of-
ten involved (13). Although the former is well established in
gene assembly, the latter has proven to be more efficient for
large databases (e.g. on the petabyte scale). Besides, error
detection and correction algorithms, including those based
on Fountain codes or Reed-Solomon codes (RS codes), are
usually applied to deal with the errors in subsequent pro-
cesses such as DNA synthesis and sequencing. After the en-
coding step, the DNA sequences are obtained for the next
synthesis step.

Writing

Current nucleic acid synthesis methods are based on chemi-
cal or enzymatic methods. The chemical method usually re-
lies on phosphoramidite chemistry developed by Caruthers

and co-workers (17,18). To be specific, a nucleotide pro-
tected by a photolabile or acid-labile group at the 5′ end
is deblocked under light or exposed to acid, then another
nucleotide can react with the deblocked nucleotide, form-
ing a phosphite internucleotide linkage. The array-based
chemical synthesis, which can produce a large number of
DNA strands in parallel, is usually preferred over column-
based synthesis for DNA-based data storage. Enzymatic
synthesis based on terminal deoxynucleotidyl transferase
(TdT) has been of great interest owing to its advantages
in speed, efficiency, and costs compared with the conven-
tional methods (19,20), so it has been developed rapidly as
a compelling candidate for DNA synthesis in data storage
applications.

Preservation

Proper preservation condition is indispensable for the long-
term integrity of DNA databases (21,22). It is well known
that high humidity, light, and heat can induce irreversible
damage to DNA molecules, leading to data errors or even
complete loss of data. Meanwhile, in certain cases, DNA
strands have to be immobilized on various carriers, so
the linkage chemistry also directly determines the robust-
ness of the system. Favourable preservation conditions in
combination with proper immobilization promise the out-
standing lifetime of DNA databases up to thousands of
years.

Data retrieval

To selectively read certain data rather than sequentially read
the whole database, specific chunks in the DNA pool need
to be extracted and assembled, akin to random data ac-
cess in the conventional electronic memories. However, un-
like flash drivers or hard disks, locating the specific DNA
strands with the desired data is difficult, especially for DNA
that is freely dissolved in a solution. So base sequences for
specific address information should be introduced in the en-
coding step. To retrieve the data, two approaches have been
usually involved, which are based on DNA extraction (e.g.
binding to a complementary probe immobilized on mag-
netic beads) and selective PCR amplification of required se-
quences using a specific primer, respectively. However, it is
still very challenging to achieve random access for a very
large database on the terabyte or even petabyte scale. The
DNA sequence for address information will be prohibitively
long, which can greatly affect the efficiency of encoding and
accuracy of data locating (23).

Sequencing and decoding

Taking advantage of the high-throughput sequencing tech-
nique, the human genome sequence with a size of 3.2 gi-
gabytes (GB) can be obtained within hours (24). The com-
mercial DNA sequencers can be used to read enormous se-
quences in the DNA data storage system followed by us-
ing decoding algorithms to convert these sequences back
to the original data. More compact third-generation single-
molecule sequencers with greater reading lengths and ability
of real-time sequencing (e.g. Oxford Nanopore Technology,
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the DNA-based data storage and its operation. (1) The original data was transformed into binary data. (2) Binary data
was encoded into corresponding DNA sequences. One usual strategy was to split the binary data into chunks, each of which was converted into a specific
DNA base sequence. Additional base sequences including address information, error correction, and DNA amplification were also attached to the data
sequence (16). Another approach was to split the data into chunks and transfer them to sequences having overlapping DNA fragments, which served as both
address information and data redundancy for error correction (13). (3) All DNA strands with the specific sequences were synthesized, either chemically
or enzymatically. The chemical synthesis included column-based and array-based phosphoramidite methods, while the enzymatical synthesis relied on
polymerases such as template-independent terminal transferase. (4) The synthesized DNA samples were preserved in aqueous solutions or encapsulated in
silica beads for preservation. (5) Data was retrieved by the selective extraction or amplification of relevant DNA strands in the pool. This could be achieved
by using magnetic beads with specific ligands or polymerase chain reaction. (6) The relevant DNA sequences were obtained by a DNA sequencer, which
was usually based on a sequencing-by-synthesis method or a nanopore. Then the DNA base sequences were decoded to obtain the original binary data.

ONT) can also be utilized in the future for the data reading
(25), which can potentially reduce the reading time and the
size of the DNA memory devices.

Note that the DNA-based database is essentially a chem-
ical system governed by chemical thermodynamics and ki-
netics, so each step aforementioned, except the encoding
and decoding steps, is error-prone like the conventional dig-
ital data storage system. Therefore, to establish a robust and
efficient DNA database, uncertainties and their correcting
methods should be concerned, as discussed in detail in the
following sections.

UNCERTAINTIES IN DNA-BASED DATABASE

The origin of uncertainties in DNA-based data storage has
been of great interest. It is believed that the main sources
of errors are from DNA synthesis and sequencing. For ex-
ample, Bornholt et al. (26) found that phosphoramidite-
based synthesis and Illumina sequencing led to an error
rate of about 1% in the final consequence (i.e. one error
out of 100 bases), and the majority of the errors were
from the sequencing process. A prior work from Organick
et al. (14) reported a higher error rate of up to ∼10% from
nanopore sequencing. To avoid data corruption, advanced
error detection and correction algorithms are requisite for
robust DNA-based data storage. In this section, uncertain-
ties, their origins, and approaches for error correction are

discussed. Key parameters in recent works are summarized
in Table 1.

Uncertainties in DNA synthesis

One of the key steps in DNA storage is to synthesize
the DNA strands having data-encoded sequences. Cur-
rent DNA synthesis can be realized by chemical and enzy-
matic methods. As early as the 1970s, Caruthers et al. re-
ported the phosphoramidite-based oligonucleotide synthe-
sis, which has been widely used for decades (17,18,27,28).
In a typical synthesis, nucleotide monomers with hydroxyl
groups at the 5′ terminal were blocked with a protecting
group (e.g. dimethoxytrityl (DMT) group). The protecting
group was labile, which could be detached under certain
conditions (e.g. acid, light). Then the deblocked nucleotide
was exposed to the next monomer for coupling. To generate
a specific sequence, only one type of nucleotide was intro-
duced to the reaction pool at a time for the coupling reac-
tion, which was repeated until a DNA molecule of hundreds
of nucleotides was obtained. After the introduction of each
nucleotide into the DNA strand, the phosphite linkage was
further converted to a more stable phosphate bond using
moderate oxidant.

The chemical synthesis was usually accomplished on a
glass substrate with controlled pores (29,30). Initial nu-
cleotides were seeded on the glass via linking to the sur-
face hydroxyl groups. The chemical reactions were accom-
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Table 1. Summary of current works on DNA-based data storage. The table is presented chronologically with the earliest on top. The encoding tech-
niques are illustrated in detail in Figure 2. The error correction methods refer to the approaches shown in Figure 3. Synthesis technologies include the
phosphoramidite-based chemical synthesis and the emerging enzyme-based synthesis. Random access indicates the ability to acquire specific pieces of data
from the whole data pool of the DNA storage system. Sequencing technologies include Illumina’s high-throughput technology based on the sequencing-
by-synthesis principle, and ONT’s nanopore technology with real-time data reading. The information density denotes the average number of binary infor-
mation (bits) encoded in each nucleotide (nt). The binary information includes the data payload and the auxiliary sequences for error-correction, primers,
and so forth. Table 1 is adapted from reference (14,16)

Coding features Data size
Error correction

method Synthesis technology
Random

access
Sequencing
technology Coverage

Information density
(bits/nt)

Church et al.
(15)

Conventional 650KB Repetition Phosphoramidite
(Agilent)

No Illumina 3000× 0.60

Goldman et
al. (13)

Conventional 750KB Repetition
(Overlapped
segments)

Phosphoramidite
(Agilent)

No Illumina 51× 0.19

Grass etal.
(108)

Conventional 80KB RS codes Phosphoramidite
(CustomArray)

No Illumina 372× 0.86

Bornholt et
al. (26)

Conventional 150KB Repetition (XOR
operation)

Phosphoramidite Yes Illumina 40× 0.57

Blawat et al.
(109)

Conventional 22MB RS codes Phosphoramidite
(Agilent)

No Illumina 160× 0.89

Yazdi et al.
(107)

Conventional 3KB Consensus
estimation

Phosphoramidite
(IDT)

Yes Nanopore 200× 1.71

Erlich and
Zirlinsky (16)

Conventional 2.15MB Fountain codes Phosphoramidite
(Twist)

No Illumina 10.5× 1.18

Organick et
al. (14)

Conventional 200.2MB/32KB Repetition (XOR
operation) & RS
codes

Phosphoramidite
(Twist)

Yes Illumina /

Nanopore
5×/36× 0.81

Lopez et al.
(77)

Conventional 1.67MB RS codes &
assembly

Phosphoramidite
(Twist)

Yes Nanopore 43× 0.84

Tomek et al.
(63)

Conventional 94.3KB Repetition (XOR
operation)

Phosphoramidite Yes Illumina 10× 0.66

Organick et
al. (6)

Conventional 19.8KB Logical
redundancy

Phosphoramidite Yes Illumina 35× 0.003

Anavy et al.
(53)

Degenerate bases 8.5MB RS codes Phosphoramidite
(Twist)

No Illumina 164× 1.94

Choi et al.
(54)

Degenerate bases 854 bytes RS codes Phosphoramidite
(column)

No Illumina 250× 1.78

Lee et al. (61) Transition coding 18 bytes Synchronization
nucleotides

Enzymatic (column) No Nanopore 175× 1.57

plished by sequentially introducing the oxidizing agent, de-
blocking acid, and monomer solution, respectively, onto
the substrate. These steps were repeated to synthesize DNA
molecules with specific sequences. The synthesis could also
be fully automated using a programmable microfluidic sys-
tem to save time and reduce costs (31,32). After decades
of development, various methods for the chemical synthe-
sis of DNA have been reported, including those based on
ink-jet printing (33,34), photolithography (35–37) and elec-
trochemistry (38–40). The major difference between these
methods is how the nucleotides are deblocked/activated.
For example, Chow et al. reported the chemical DNA syn-
thesis on a Ti array that was achieved on an undoped �-
Si substrate. When the back of the substrate was exposed
to light, the Ti array generated protons to trigger acidic
deblocking of the nucleotide (41). Affymetrix reported an-
other chemical DNA synthesis method based on the stan-
dard photolithography using phosphoramidite derivatives
that were unstable to the light with a specific wavelength
(42,43). In addition, the electrochemical microelectrode ar-
ray has also been used for DNA synthesis, which is a com-
petitive method because of its low cost and portability. The
activation was usually induced by protons from an electro-
chemical reaction (44,45). For the construction of the DNA
databases, a diverse group of DNA strands having different
sequences needs to be synthesized in parallel. So, the high-

throughput array-based synthesis is usually preferred over
the conventional column-based synthesis.

Unfortunately, current chemical synthesis methods still
have drawbacks such as low yield and synthetic errors (av-
erage error rate ∼0.7%) owing to substitution (0.5%), inser-
tion (0.1%) and deletion (0.1%) (46,47). For instance, ow-
ing to incomplete coupling reaction, part of active sites re-
mains on the substrate, which can subsequently react with
the next nucleotide, leading to an erroneous insertion of
a base. Likewise, incomplete deblocking of the protecting
groups results in deletion errors. The residual acidic depro-
tection reagents may cause depurination or even cleavage
of the backbone (48,49). Other problems can be associated
with paralleled array-based synthesis. For example, protons
produced at the reaction sites are likely to diffuse to the
proximity, causing significant cross-talks between reaction
spots, which is also called the edge effect (50). Therefore,
array-based DNA synthesis possibly increases the error fre-
quency and offsets the advantage of high density. Addition-
ally, with the increasing length of the synthesized DNA, the
uncertainty increased dramatically. For example, if the ac-
curacy for adding one nucleotide is about 99.5%, the final
accuracy for the synthesis of the whole DNA strand of 200
nt is only 36.7%. (0.995200 = 0.367).

Various methods have been proposed to solve these prob-
lems. For example, the remaining reaction sites can be de-
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activated by acetic anhydride to prevent insertion errors
(30,51). LeProst et al. reported that unwanted depurina-
tion resulted from residual detritylation solution could be
avoided by using relatively moderate reagents and by op-
timizing fluid introduction and washing steps (50). Er-
ror correction reaction (ECR) of the synthesized oligonu-
cleotides via surveyor DNA endonuclease was also reported
by Saaem et al. (52). In ECR, DNA with the mismatch was
located and excised by the endonucleases, and then the frag-
ments were reassembled by overlap extension PCR (OE-
PCR) to obtain the correct strands.

To address the problem from errors in the chemical DNA
synthesis and pursue a high DNA storage density, com-
posite encoding relied on base combinations have been
previously reported, as an improvement based on conven-
tional encoding structure (53,54). For the traditional cod-
ing framework (Figure 2A), four kinds of nucleotides at one
site were capable to store 2 bits of data (log24 = 2 bits). In
the degenerated base encoding method (Figure 2B), data
was encoded not by specific type of nucleotides (A, T, C,
G), but by their combinations/ratios. For example, the let-
ter R could be encoded as equal amounts of A and G at
the same site on different DNA strands (R = 50% A + 50%
G), and the letter D could be encoded as equal amounts
of A, G and T at the same site (D = 33% A + 33% G +
33% T) on different DNA strands. So, part of random er-
rors could be eliminated during the data reading step. Note
that, to obtain the statistic base ratio, each sequence must
be of sufficient physical redundancy. For example, at least
reading of several DNA strands at one site could determine
whether R (A: G = 1:1) or D (A: G: T = 1:1:1) was en-
coded. The demanded redundancy was usually acquired in
the DNA synthesis step and the PCR step. Also, increased
sequencing depth and corresponding statistical algorithms
were required to ensure accurate data reading. Anavy et al.
put logical redundancy into sequences via fountain codes
and introduced extra composite bases in the encoding (53).
Apart from four basic nucleotides, extra composite bases K
(K = 50% A + 50% C) and M (M = 50% G + 50% T) were
also used to encode a file of 2.12 megabytes (MB). In this
way, the storage density could be improved by 24% com-
pared with Erlich’s previous work (16). Furthermore, Choi
et al. (54) utilized an alphabet consisting of 11 additional
composite bases to encode 854 kilobytes (KB) files, which
greatly shortened the DNA length and led to a dramatical
leap of theoretical data coding density up to 3.9 bits per
character (log215 ≈ 3.9 bits). The design of composite bases
could store more data in a specific length but it required a
greater number of DNA copies and sequencing depth for
data reading. In other words, the application of composite
bases was equivalent to reduce synthesis cost at the expense
of increasing sequencing overhead. But under ideal condi-
tions, the overall expected cost would be reduced greatly
(∼52% as estimated, (53)).

The emerging enzyme-based DNA synthesis is accom-
plished in aqueous solutions, which is more biocompat-
ible than the organic solutions involved in the chemical
synthesis. The length of the DNA strand that can be en-
zymatically synthesized was estimated to be ∼8000 nt,
which is greater than that of the chemical approach (55–

57). For the enzymatic synthesis, deoxynucleoside triphos-
phates (dNTPs) were coupled consecutively with the help of
template-independent DNA polymerase, such as TdT. Since
TdT could lead to random coupling of any type of dNTP in
the solution, the controlled addition of a specific dNTP was
crucial for the enzymatic synthesis, similar to the chemical
methods. Besides, the blocking strategy for chemical syn-
thesis could also be utilized by the enzymatic synthesis. The
3′ terminal of the nucleotide monomers could be blocked
while the 5′ terminal was associated with triphosphate for
the chain extension. The blocking group was removed un-
der certain conditions to expose the hydroxyl group for the
downstream reaction (58,59).

Palluk et al. (60) reported the use of a TdT-dNTP com-
plex linked by a covalent disulfide bond for the enzymatic
DNA synthesis. When the complex was coupled with the
terminal of the DNA strand, the dNTP could not be de-
tached from the TdT, thus other dNTPs or complexes could
not react with it and the reaction stopped. When the disul-
fide bond between TdT and dNTP was cleaved by dithio-
threitol (DTT), the DNA strand was ready for the next
TdT-dNTP complex addition to the terminal. The aver-
aged stepwise yield was estimated to be 97.7% from a to-
tal of 4861 reads based on the comparison between the
sequencing results and the target sequence. Alternatively,
Lee et al. (61) combined enzymatic synthesis with nanopore
sequencing for DNA-based data storage. Different from
the traditional encoding method, the data was encoded us-
ing a specific transition of one nucleotide to another in
the sequence, as illustrated in Figure 2C. For instance, the
transition of bases from C to G represented ‘1’ and that
from A to T represented ‘2’. A competitive mechanism, in
which the TdTs assisted the coupling of dNTPs with the
strands, while apyrase served to inhibit this process, was
used to controllably add several nucleotides to the DNA
strand. Synchronous nucleotides were also included in the
sequences to serve as fixed ‘spots’ between the information-
encoding nucleotides, which facilitated the comparison be-
tween sequences, reconstruction as well as subsequent er-
ror correction. Despite the uncertainties in enzymatic syn-
thesis and nanopore sequencing, this layout with the syn-
chronous nucleotides enabled the reconstruction of tem-
plate sequences. Although they contained all kinds of er-
roneous nucleotides, a statistical model could be used to
evaluate the error probability and all the reconstructed se-
quences were scored. The final DNA sequences were ob-
tained based on majority voting, in which the most proba-
ble nucleotide at each site was determined according to the
statistics.

Current enzymatic synthesis is still less well-established
than the chemical method, but it is a promising candi-
date for DNA-based data storage because of the use of
less toxic reagents, mild reaction conditions, and a higher
reaction rate. Moreover, longer DNA strands can be ob-
tained using the enzymatic method, leading to a decrease
of overheads for both address information and PCR primer
in one strand, and consequently a remarkable increase in
data density. Research in this area is now focused on op-
timizing the enzymatic DNA synthesis to further reduce
errors.
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Figure 2. Encoding for DNA-based data storage. (A) Schematics of a DNA strand with the encoded address information, error-correction information
(RS codes), data (payload), and adapters (ID primer). The address represented the relative location of the payload in the original data, which was required
for data reassembly. The error-correction segment contained additional information that ensured error-free data recovery. Adapter sequences at both ends
provided binding sites of complementary primers for PCR amplification and random access of certain data (16). (B) Schematics of the composite encoding
strategy based on degenerated bases. Instead of directly transforming each binary data into four bases, the information was encoded by the ratio of A, T, C,
G at the same sites on different DNA strands. For example, the letter R could be represented by A and G in a 1:1 ratio. This composite strategy improved
the theoretical information density for DNA-based storage (54). (C) Schematics of an encoding method based on transitions of bases (e.g. C to G), which
was applied in enzymatic synthesis having low synthesis accuracy but high speed. The data was represented by the transition of one nucleotide to another
in the sequence. For instance, the transition of bases from C to G represented ‘1’ and A to T represented ‘2’ (61). (D) Schematics of an encoding method for
nanopore-based DNA database. The data was encoded by oligonucleotide hairpins of two lengths so that two types of electronic signals could be recorded
when they penetrated the nanopore. By monitoring the current signals during the DNA passed the nanopore, binary data could be obtained (80).

Uncertainties in data retrieval

Random access has been well established in the computer-
based data system to selectively read data from the whole
database. Random access enhances data reading efficiency
by eliminating unnecessary reading tasks. However, selec-
tive retrieval of data from a large DNA database is still chal-
lenging, especially when the DNA molecules are dissolved
in an aqueous solution or preserved as a lyophilized pow-
der with no fixed physical location for direct access. Several
approaches, including physical separation and PCR ampli-
fication, have been usually employed to specifically collect
the DNA strands for random access of data. For the phys-
ical separation, magnetic beads carrying complementary
probes or chemical labels were introduced into the pool,
then the target DNA strands bound to the probes or la-
bels and were selectively separated by a magnet. Another
method was to store DNA as isolated partitions (solved in
individual droplets or dehydrated as powder spots). For the
PCR amplification, the target DNA strands were selectively
hybridized with primers and then amplified to a predomi-
nant amount by PCR.

In a large-scale DNA database, physical partitioning of
the whole database is an efficient way, considering both stor-
age scale and random accessibility. In other words, instead
of managing all data in one bulky mixed pool, dividing
them into several sub-pools and retrieving data can avoid
the use of a long sequence occupied by address information.

Newman et al. (62) recently reported the use of digital mi-
crofluidics for DNA data retrieval. Dehydrated DNA was
stored in sub-pools on a glass plate, which was interfaced
with a digital microfluidic chip. When a file was requested,
a droplet of an aqueous solution was moved to the target
site via electrowetting enabled by the embedded electrode
array on the chip. DNA was then dissolved in the aque-
ous droplet and transported for subsequent data reading.
Taking advantage of the high-throughput digital microflu-
idics, the proposed system was promising to build automatic
large-scale DNA databases. To conclude, the physical dis-
tribution of several sub-pools addressed the adversity of
the crowded molecular composition in a highly dense sin-
gle DNA database and improved the practical scalability
of the DNA storage system. However, physical separation
decreased the storage density since isolated partitions oc-
cupied more volume than a mixed large database. Besides,
more duplication was needed to eliminate retrieval failure
due to insufficient DNA redissolution or low separation ef-
ficiency (e.g. 9× extra redundancy applied in the work of
Newman et al. (62)).

For traditional PCR-based random access, its ability to
acquire a specific file is limited to terabyte-scale in a sin-
gle pool (14). It can be interpreted that the retrieval effi-
ciency monotonically decreases with the increasing amount
of background DNA because the accurate random access
of data, which highly depends on proper hybridization of
the probe DNA or PCR primer, can be affected by the non-
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target strands. Therefore, many efforts have been devoted
to improving the orthogonality and new coding structure
as data addresses (63–67). For example, Yamamoto et al.
(65) theoretically designed a file retrieval system based on
nested PCR. The concatenated nested PCR of three layers
resulted in 10 million individual addresses for data storage.
When a certain file was requested, the system searched for
the target sequences layer by layer using cascaded PCR. In
addition, the orthogonality of primers was an important
concern for successful file extraction, which has been de-
signed and optimized in previous works (14,26). Recently,
Song et al. (67) proposed a hybrid nested and semi-nested
PCR address structure based on the previous work. A vir-
tual 4-dimensional address structure was created, in which
the DNA encoded with data was assigned to an address in-
cluding row, column, higher layer, and block-level informa-
tion. For the random access of data, forward/reverse primer
pairs from the same or different address layers were lever-
aged to virtually locate and retrieve data in the form of
rows, columns, layers, and blocks. For example, the forward
and reverse primers close to the data payload indicated the
data location in the columns and rows, respectively. An ad-
ditional pair of primers indicated the data location in the
other two dimensions (i.e. layer and block). The virtual data
structure enabled multiple random-access modes and re-
duced the number of primers requested from a very large ad-
dress space. Theoretically, k*n pairs of orthogonal primers
were capable of covering nk addresses, where k referred to
the number of virtual dimensions and n represented the
number of data sequences stored in each dimension. Yazdi
et al. (64) proposed several constraints for designing PCR
primers with high orthogonality. Large mutual Hamming
distance and irrelevance of the addresses were beneficial to
construct a robust address system. The former reduced the
probability of disordered address selection, while the latter
prevented the prefixes of one address from acting as suf-
fixes of the same or another address to minimize the incor-
rect hybridization of primer pairs. Based on these principles,
the primers designed were highly reliable for random access
to the data. Tomek et al. (63) first reported the experimen-
tal combination of physical file separation based on mag-
netic extraction and nested PCR structure, which led to se-
lective retrieval of 9.15KB of data from a database as large
as 5 terabytes. The required sequences were modified with
chemical labels via emulsion PCR prior to the magnetic ex-
traction. The combined approach retrieved little unrelated
DNA strands so that high sequencing efficiency and accu-
racy were achieved compared with that by PCR amplifica-
tion alone.

However, there are also several limitations with PCR-
based data retrieval. Heckel et al. (47) reported that the
initial physical abundance was not consistent for different
DNA strands due to the natural deviation in synthesis. The
difference in the initial copy numbers of these DNA strands
would be further magnified by PCR. Furthermore, the affin-
ity of DNA polymerases to each primer is slightly differ-
ent probably due to secondary structure formation (68,69).
Commercial DNA polymerases exhibit a bias on amplifica-
tion of sequences with high GC content, which significantly
change the coverage and distribution of the DNA strands

after cycles of amplification (70). Ideally, in each PCR cy-
cle, sequences are amplified by a factor of two. But the ac-
tual amplification factor can be slightly below two, which
also differs between sequences (PCR bias). These features
lead to issues in the DNA-based database. For example, if
the factor for PCR amplification of sequence A is 1.8, while
the factor of sequence B is 1.9, after 60 PCR cycles, the ra-
tio of copy numbers between these two sequences will be
(1.8/1.9)60 = 0.039. Therefore, multiple PCR cycles can re-
sult in remarkably unbalanced physical redundancy for dif-
ferent DNA strands, leading to a biased data recovery or
even complete data loss.

For these problems associated with PCR-based random
access of data, there are two general solutions: (i) ensure
that every sequence has sufficient and similar physical abun-
dance in the synthesis step and reduce the number of PCR
cycles appropriately to minimize PCR bias; (ii) choose or-
thogonal PCR primers with large affinity differences, and
improve the efficiency of primers from the kinetic perspec-
tive. In other words, the more the primers are different, the
less the non-specific and erroneous amplification will usu-
ally expect (71,72).

Uncertainties in DNA sequencing

Reading digital information stored in DNA strands is
started from DNA sequencing. For this purpose, high-
throughput second-generation sequencing (e.g. Illumina,
Roche) or real-time third-generation single-molecule se-
quencing (e.g. Pacific Biosciences, ONT) is often involved.
For instance, Illumina sequencing relies on the principle of
sequencing by synthesis (73,74). DNA fragments to be se-
quenced were first linked with adapters at both ends and
then hybridized with primers in the flow cell. Distal ends
of the DNA interacted with other nearby primers to form
a ‘bridge’ structure. These DNA strands subsequently un-
derwent several rounds of ‘bridge’ amplification to gener-
ate multiple individual clusters of DNA copies. Then the
sequencing step started, in which four types of fluorophore-
labelled and 3′ blocked dideoxynucleotides consecutively
coupled with the anchored strands, respectively. After in-
corporation of each dNTP to the DNA strands, the un-
bound dNTP was washed and the fluorescence in the flow
cell was imaged to identify where this type of dNTP was
coupled at the cluster. Different dNTPs were characterized
by their corresponding fluorophore labels. After the fluo-
rescent imaging, the fluorophore and blocking groups were
cleaved to initiate the next cycle.

Nanopore-based technology enables real-time single-
molecule DNA sequencing (10,75,76). In this technique,
solid-state (e.g. graphene) or biological nanopores such as
�-hemolysin, MspA porin from Mycobacterium smegma-
tis, were sandwiched by two separate chambers filled with
ionic solution. When a constant voltage bias was applied,
an ionic current was generated through the nanopore. The
DNA was driven to pass through the nanopore towards the
other chamber. An enzyme (e.g. a polymerase or a helicase)
could combine with the DNA strand tightly and ratcheted
the DNA through the pore step by step. The narrowest part
of the nanopore (i.e. the sensing region) was sensitive to the
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type of nucleotide passing through, which led to different
levels of blockades on the ionic current. So, the DNA se-
quence could be inferred by analysing the profile of the cur-
rent signals.

Second-generation sequencing has shown its higher
throughput and accuracy, while third-generation sequenc-
ing exhibits promising features of long read lengths and
real-time readouts. Besides, the readout for nanopore-based
sequencing relies on relatively simple instrumentation, such
as an integrated circuit for small current measurement. So,
it can be as small as a memory stick (USB). The appara-
tus for the second-generation sequence is relatively bulky,
which usually involves sophisticated fluidic and optical sys-
tems. For the second-generation Illumina sequencing, con-
tinuous fluorescence images need to be taken and anal-
ysed for sequence information. On the other hand, for the
nanopore sequencing, only the current signals produced by
the DNA translocation are recorded so that the DNA se-
quences can be obtained in real-time. The real-time reading
ability makes it superior for digital data storage. Besides,
when only a few files are requested by assessing a small part
of the database, nanopore sequencing is also more practical
and economical than high-throughput second-generation
sequencing.

For instance, Lopez et al. (77) reported a method for
assembly of multiple DNA fragments into longer DNA
strands using OE-PCR. The spliced DNA strands with
overlapping primers were sequenced using a MinION
nanopore sequencer from ONT. Random access for de-
manded data relied on multiple sequence alignments of file
addresses. Data payloads with an identical address were col-
lected and sorted for a consensus to reconstruct the orig-
inal information. In their work, small fragments with the
length of hundreds of nucleotides were integrated into long
DNA strands, which could readily be sequenced based on
nanopore technology. It is worth mentioning that the con-
sensus algorithm was modified. The mismatched sequences
were not immediately discarded, but labelled as out of sync
and further searched for possible alignments in subsequent
steps. Therefore, fewer coverages (<30× for three files) were
required for proper decoding.

The reading length of nanopore-based DNA sequenc-
ing can be a hundred kbps (a thousand base pairs) with-
out sophisticated sample pre-treatments (e.g. ONT Min-
ION platform), which is much greater than that of the
second-generation sequencing. Taking advantage of this,
nanopore-based DNA sequencing has also promoted the
development of new data encoding strategies for the DNA
databases (78,79). Chen et al. (80) attached short DNA
hairpins to double-strand DNA with different stem lengths
(Figure 2D). When such a structured DNA translocated
the nanopore, the hairpins blocked the nanopore and gen-
erated a secondary current decrease corresponding to the
hairpin length. In their experiments, the 8 and 16 bp repre-
sented bit ‘0’ and ‘1’, respectively. After optimization, data
of 56 bits was encoded in a DNA carrier of 7228 nt. Re-
cently, they reported the data rewriting, deleting, and en-
crypting via strand displacement reaction (81). Although
the efficiency of this encoding method was relatively low,
the data writing through direct strand hybridization was
simple, and the reading using highly portable nanopore de-

vices avoided the use of complex instruments or vulnera-
ble enzymes. The data storage was based on larger struc-
tures rather than single bases, which increased the signal-
to-noise ratio but at the expense of decreased data density.
Automated data storage devices by a combination of chemi-
cal synthesis and nanopore sequencing have been previously
reported (82).

However, errors are also inevitable in DNA sequencing.
For most sequencing technologies, high GC content and
long homopolymers lead to sequencing errors. To be spe-
cific, the probability of insertion and deletion errors rise sig-
nificantly for homopolymers consisting of more than six re-
peated nucleotides, especially for polyG because they tend
to form guanine tetraplex structures (83). These structures
are of high thermal stability, thus difficult to sequence. Ad-
ditionally, sequencing coverage of DNA fragments with
GC content <20% or >75% is much lower in conventional
sequencing methods (84–86). At optimal conditions, Illu-
mina sequencing accounts for <1% of errors in the retrieved
data (26,87,88). Any DNA strand with a broken primer se-
quence, which can result from DNA damage or erroneous
DNA synthesis, also cannot be read properly either for most
second-generation sequencing.

For the nanopore sequencing, current fluctuation, noises,
nanopore defects, and uncontrolled DNA translocation
speed may result in interference and subsequent base-
calling failure (89,90). For example, the sensing region of
�-hemolysin is relatively large, thus the ion current can be
affected by multiple nucleotides simultaneously. So, convo-
luted signal profiles are obtained, and difficult to correlate
with a specific base (91). Besides, the signals from biologi-
cal protein nanopores are highly sensitive to chemical con-
ditions such as pH, temperature, and ionic strength, which
complicate the interpretation of data and reduce repro-
ducibility (92). As for the solid-state nanopores, despite they
have a comparable dimension with the size of the DNA nu-
cleotide, unwanted interactions with DNA nucleotides like
adsorption on the substrate affect the translocation of DNA
strands through the nanopore (93). Furthermore, compared
with biological nanopores, the solid-state nanopores are less
sensitive to different nucleotides, leading to low specificity
for base recognition (94,95). Therefore, despite many ad-
vantages of nanopore sequencing, it still suffers from a rel-
atively high error rate (∼10%) even under optimal condi-
tions (14,96). Extensive error correction and signal analysis
algorithms are highly required to improve the accuracy for
practical applications.

Therefore, to eliminate the mistakes and recover loss dur-
ing the DNA sequencing, the DNA strands in the database
should include an appropriate amount of data redundancy.
Besides, enhancing sequencing coverage and depth is an ef-
fective way widely used to ensure correct data retrieval, de-
spite the expense of high costs. Signal processing is also of
great importance for nanopore-based sequencing and ac-
curate data recovery. Approaches based on hidden Markov
model (HMM) (97–100), deep neural network (Clair
(101)), likelihood alignment (Samtools/Bcftools package
(102)) and so forth have been reported for the sequenc-
ing data processing (103–106). For example, in the HMM-
based method, the signal of six nucleotides was treated as an
event. A series of emission distribution functions were used
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so that the event could be correlated to the corresponding
identities of the 6 nucleotides. After repeated training, the
model could be used to obtain an unknown base sequence
from an electric signal.

Error corrections by encoding and decoding

Error correction is one of the crucial functions of the
data encoding and decoding steps. Error-correction codes
(ECCs) are initially utilized in error-free information trans-
mission and communication technology. A general idea for
error correction is adding data redundancy to original data
so that the errors can be corrected based on a statistical
voting principle. Many efforts have been devoted to us-
ing substantial data redundancy to achieve acceptable er-
ror tolerance (26,107–109). Data redundancy can be cate-
gorized into two types: physical redundancy and logical re-
dundancy. Physical redundancy means the presence of mul-
tiple copies of identical DNA segments, akin to backups of
computer files. Note that, the physical redundancy gener-
ated either in the synthesis or in the PCR amplification pro-
cess is not sufficient to eliminate all potential errors in the
DNA database. Church et al. (15) reported that even with
abundant physical redundancy added in their encoding pro-
cess and high sequencing depth (3000×), manual interven-
tion and error correction algorithm were still required ow-
ing to inevitable mistakes. Therefore, considering both ef-
ficiency and robustness, logical redundancy is usually pre-
ferred. For the logical redundancy, extra information was
added into the DNA sequences apart from the original data.
Usually, the encoding algorithm converted binary data into
DNA sequences, which were then split into many pieces
(payload). Then, a piece of sequence for error correction,
an index sequence indicating the relative location of the
data (address), and two terminal sequences that served as
the PCR primers were linked with the payload to form a
complete DNA strand in the data pool. Such an encoding
framework has been proven to exhibit ideal storage capacity
(110). Note that, high GC contents, homopolymers, or self-
complementary sequences may lead to low synthesis yields
and difficulty in sequencing, and they should be avoided in
the DNA sequence.

For the data encoding with the logical redundancy, var-
ious approaches including those based on Huffman codes
(111), RS codes (112,113), logical exclusive-or (XOR) op-
eration (14,26) and fountain codes (114,115) have been re-
ported. Huffman codes are a kind of variable length code to
compress data. In Huffman encoding, each symbol in data
was sorted by frequency in increasing order and regarded
as several nodes. Then, two nodes (child) with the lowest
frequency (e.g. 0.02 and 0.1) were combined as a new node
(parent) with a summated frequency (0.02 + 0.1 = 0.12).
Two steps above were iterated until all the nodes were as-
sembled to generate a binary tree of nodes, where each node
had two directions (left as ‘0’ and right as ‘1’) and was as-
signed with a unique codeword determined by the path from
the root to the node. In this way, more common symbols
were represented using fewer bits than less common sym-
bols, so that the length of data was reduced.

RS codes can detect and correct multiple errors. In RS en-
coding, the data matrix was multiplied with a pre-calculated

encoding matrix, and the redundant information would be
added as new rows or columns of the result. The added rows
or columns of the matrix aided to detect errors in the mes-
sage and correct them if the number of errors did not exceed
the correction capability (Figure 3A).

Fountain codes are a kind of codeless erasure code, in
which the original data can be recovered from any subset
of the encoding data which is equal to or slightly larger
than the number of the original information. In the en-
coding process, binary data was divided into multiple non-
overlapping segments of a certain length. Then, Luby trans-
formation selected a random subset of segments according
to a special distribution function, applied bitwise operation
to add them up under a binary field, and wrapped them
up into desired numbers of small fragments called droplets.
For further recovery, each of them was assigned with seeds,
which was used to generate pseudorandom numbers related
to the previous transformation (Figure 3B).

As a popular ECC, RS codes are widely used for informa-
tion encoding in optical disks, quick response (QR) codes,
and other storage media. In previous works, RS codes
have also been applied in synthetic DNA-based databases
(14,77,108,109,116). For example, Grass et al. (108) used
inner and outer RS encoding in the 2D data matrix to elim-
inate single-base errors or sequence loss. It was calculated
that inner RS codes could correct ∼0.7 errors per 100 bases,
and the outer codes rectified the loss of 0.7% further in the
raw result. The cascaded encoding and in silica encapsula-
tion strategy exhibited good robustness as demonstrated in
an aging experiment, in which the DNA samples were pre-
served at a high temperature to accelerate the generation
of errors and data loss. Based on the estimation using the
Arrhenius Equation, the robust DNA data system based
on the hybrid RS codes and silica encapsulation was effec-
tive for error-free preservation of DNA-based data for 1000
years in Zurich (∼ 9.4◦C), or over 2 million years at the
Global Seed Vault (-18◦C). In another work by Organick
and co-workers (14), the unprecedented 200 MB data of au-
dio, video, and text files were stored in DNA using the RS
codes. With selective PCR amplification and the Illumina
sequencing, only a sequencing depth of 5× was sufficient for
high-quality data retrieval without error. For nanopore se-
quencing with a high error rate, increased sequencing depth
(e.g. 36× or 80× according to the size of files) and extracting
information from all sequences were critical for promoting
data recovery using corresponding statistical algorithms.

Blawat et al. (109) developed an encoding method based
on the RS codes for storing 22MB files in DNA. Every eight
bits in the original data were transformed into five succes-
sive bases in the encoded DNA sequences. Such an encoding
approach reduced the possibility of self-complementation
in DNA sequences. Furthermore, robust RS codes and the
additional parity-check process were collaborated to en-
code data in synthesized oligonucleotides. The raw read-
out from sequencing underwent a series of decoding steps
including majority voting for the most possible sequences,
incomplete oligonucleotide reconstruction, and RS decod-
ing. The possibility of residual errors in the decoded data
was relatively low, which was comparable with modern hard
disk drivers (HDDs), or even less if more data redundancy
was included in the encoding step.
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Figure 3. Error correction methods for the DNA database. (A) Reed-Solomon codes multiplied the data block with a pre-calculated encoding matrix, and
the redundant information would be added at the end of the result (108). (B) Fountain codes separated data into many segments, selected them using a
special distribution function and packaged them into many ‘droplets’. Unqualified sequences were excluded from the screening procedure. Droplets of good
quality were used for oligonucleotide synthesis (16). (C) Overlapping was a simple but effective method to avoid errors. Repeated pieces of the sequence
under a shifting pattern were included in different oligonucleotide strands to obtain available copies (For example, four-fold redundancy generated in the
figure) (13). (D) Exclusive-or operations between any two information strands generated the third strand. Any two of them could restore the remaining
strand (26).

In addition to the RS codes, other encoding methods
used in information technology have also been applied in
the DNA-based database. Based on fountain codes, Erlich
et al. (16) reported the theoretically highest physical density
for the data storage. To eliminate unqualified droplets for
synthesis and sequencing, an additional screening step was
designed to rule out those sequences which consisted of ho-
mopolymers or high GC base content. Considering the re-
striction of synthesis and sequencing, unqualified droplets
with high GC contents and homopolymers were abandoned
in the screening step. Finally, a file with the size of 2.14MB
was converted to 72 000 strands of oligonucleotides for stor-
age. Then the data was recovered with no mistake, even 2000
of the 72 000 DNA strands were lost after the whole stor-
age process. Furthermore, with PCR amplification and di-
lution, researchers managed to retrieve the data from only
10 pg of DNA. Therefore, the physical density was aston-
ishingly as large as 215PB/g.

Depending on the type of errors during DNA synthesis, a
specific coding method can be more appropriate. RS codes
are more efficient in rectifying substitution errors, while the
fountain codes are preferred to deal with deletion or addi-
tion errors (117,118). RS codes can effectively detect and
correct substitution errors when the length of DNA is un-
altered (no addition or deletion errors). On the other hand,
when part of the DNA pool is lost or other sequences are
added, fountain codes may be the better option. Erlich et al.
reported that the combination of these two codes could pro-
vide better results (16).

Other than fountain codes, other concepts were also ap-
plied in recent studies for error correction. Goldman et al.
(13) used Huffman codes to transform each byte in origi-
nal files into several ternary digits to eliminate homopoly-

mers. The resulting information was divided into overlap-
ping segments under a shifting pattern, as demonstrated in
Figure 3C. For a certain segment, in addition to itself, en-
coded information could be identified from the other three
‘backup’ sequences, resulting in a fourfold redundancy. Seg-
ments were designed as reverse complement alternatively,
which reduced the probability of data loss and failed recov-
ery. Bornholt et al. (26) also reported a new way to add data
redundancy. To be specific, two original strands produced a
new strand via an XOR operation so that any two out of the
three DNA strands were sufficient to recover the original
data (Figure 3D). This method reduced the overhead, and
the data redundancy could be flexibly tuned by the number
of replicated XOR operation. Multiple XOR operations be-
tween strands provided higher redundancy and vice versa.

Adding error correction information and data redun-
dancy in the encoding step is indispensable for the accu-
rate recovery of data in DNA. Various encoding methods
such as RS codes, fountain codes, Huffman codes, and XOR
operation are introduced in this section. The choice of the
most appropriate coding and their combination for a spe-
cific project highly depends on the application scenario and
the type of data. Furthermore, there is always a trade-off be-
tween data redundancy for error correction and coding den-
sity (6), so the reduction of error rate from the origin (e.g.
DNA synthesis and sequencing) is much preferred from this
respect.

DNA IMMOBILIZATION AND PRESERVATION

DNA is a naturally selected molecule storing our essential
gene information which can inherit from generation to gen-
eration. It serves as the blueprint to construct all kinds of
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biological creatures, and maintain homeostasis despite the
environmental changes. Although DNA can be degraded
when exposed to air, high humidity, or radiation, the half-
life of DNA can readily exceed thousands of years when pre-
served under suitable conditions (119–121). For example,
the complete genome of a Neanderthal from about 50 000
years ago was successfully obtained and sequenced (122).
The sequences of the 16S ribosomal DNA identified as a
spore-forming bacterium belonging to Bacillus species were
acquired from a 250 million-year-old salt crystal from the
Permian Salado Formation (123). Taking advantage of the
long retention time of DNA, long-term archival storage of
molecular digital data can be accomplished. To achieve the
long-term stability of DNA, several critical factors need to
be considered, such as the DNA immobilization and the
preservation conditions, which we will discuss in this sec-
tion.

DNA immobilization

A vital step in DNA-based data storage is the attachment
of DNA molecules to a substrate. The stability of the DNA
immobilization and the DNA density on the substrate have
a dramatic influence on the robustness of the storage system
and the data density. DNA is a polymer built up with four
nucleotides covalently bonded by phosphate linkage. Due
to the phosphate backbone, DNA is negatively charged un-
der physiological conditions (pH 7.4). Physical and chem-
ical methods are often used for DNA immobilization on
substrates (124).

The physical immobilization is based on relatively weak
interactions between DNA and substrates, such as the van
der Waals force, hydrophobic interaction, and electrostatic
adsorption. Among them, electrostatic adsorption based
on the negative charges on the DNA backbone is widely
used for DNA immobilization. The layer-by-layer structure
is formed by alternatively stacking two oppositely charged
polymers (Figure 4A) (116,125,126). For example, posi-
tively charged polymers such as poly ethylenimine and poly
(dimethyl diallyl ammonium chloride) have been used to
form condensed layer-by-layer structure with the negatively
charged DNA on a substrate. Chen et al. (116) reported
a layer-by-layer assembly method to preserve the DNA
database on magnetic nanoparticles with large surface ar-
eas. An additional encapsulation layer of silica was de-
posited to protect the DNA molecules in the accelerated
aging experiments. By this method, 83 KB data was en-
coded in DNA with a storage density of 160 ng/cm2 on
the nanoparticles. Alternatively, Saurer et al. (127) assem-
bled plasmid DNA with hydrolytically degradable cationic
poly (�-amino ester) on microneedles via electrostatic ad-
sorption. The microneedle could preserve bioactive DNA
molecules, and controllably release the DNA molecules,
which could be used for DNA data storage in the future.

For the chemical immobilization of DNA, the modi-
fied DNA reacts with the functional groups on the sub-
strate surface. The most widely used reactions include Au-
S interaction (128–131) and amine-based reactions (e.g.
EDC (1-(3-dimethyl aminopropyl)-3-ethyl carbodiimide
hydrochloride)-NHS (N-hydroxy succinimide) reaction and
Schiff base reaction) (132–134). The immobilization of

DNA on Au surfaces by forming Au-S bonds has been
developed. For example, thiol-modified DNA covalently
binds to Au after incubation at room temperature (Fig-
ure 4B). Cao et al. (128) reported the attachment of thiol-
modified DNA to the surface of core/shell Ag/Au nanopar-
ticles for colorimetric detecting. The DNA hybridization-
induced nanoparticle aggregation led to visible colour
change. Kim et al. (130) developed a programmable system
based on DNA-linked colloidal gold nanoparticles build-
ing blocks termed nBLOCKs, in which gold nanoparticles
were used as the nodes and thiol-modified DNA served as
the scaffolds. By controlling the number, placement, and rel-
ative orientation of the DNA scaffolds on the surface of the
gold nanoparticles, they could adjust the structures of the
final self-assembled complexes, from simple linear dimers
to complex 3D pyramidal and octahedral shapes. Although
thiol-modified DNA may be detached from the Au sub-
strate under high temperature or react with other compet-
itive reagents like DTT (135,136), the biocompatible reac-
tion conditions and relatively stable bonds make it appro-
priate for DNA-based data storage.

DNA immobilization using amino-based reactions is an-
other widely used approach. The amino group is also highly
reactive, which can be activated by EDC/NHS reaction
and then react with a carboxylic group to form an amide
bond (137–139). Another way to immobilize the amino-
modified DNA is to react with an aldehyde group to form
a Schiff base (Figure 4C). The resulting imine bond is un-
stable which can be further reduced by sodium borohy-
dride to generate a stable product. For instance, Fuentes
et al. (134) attached amino-modified DNA to the sur-
face of superparamagnetic nanoparticles with a hetero-
functional polymer (aldehyde-aspartic-dextran) to detect
Hepatitis C Virus cDNA. Recently, Nguyen et al. (133)
reported that the immobilization of DNA in microfluidic
channels via the amino-based modification and the com-
plementary fluorophore-labeled strands with controllable
ON/OFF states helped to develop a new type of DNA stor-
age system.

Recently, DNA immobilization by acrylate-based poly-
merization for data storage has been reported by Choi et al.
(140). The acrylate moiety on the DNA could react and co-
valently link to poly (ethylene glycol) diacrylate (PEGDA)
hydrogel. Auxiliary QR codes were printed on the DNA
hydrogel based on photolithography. Details and related
primer information for data retrieval could be obtained by
scanning the QR codes. This covalent linking was also sta-
ble, which ensured reproducible reading with a long reten-
tion time (half-life >100 years under 10◦C according to the
decay kinetics estimation).

Except for the covalent immobilization above, another
way that relies on specific recognition between molecules
has also been used. For example, streptavidin and biotin
exhibit strong specific interactions. Their binding strength
is close to that of covalent bonding, as proven by its
large affinity constant of ∼1015 mol/L (141,142). Therefore,
the attachment of biotin-labeled DNA to the streptavidin-
modified surface is an effective way for DNA immobiliza-
tion (Figure 4D) (143). Song et al. (144) reported a hy-
bridization system regulated by the electric field for DNA
data storage, where the streptavidin-modified hydrogel ma-
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Figure 4. Schematics of various DNA immobilization methods. (A) DNA immobilized on the substrate using the electrostatic adsorption between poly-
cations on the surface and negative phosphate groups of DNA molecules. (B) Immobilization of DNA with a thiol group on gold nanoparticles via Au–S
bonding. (C) Immobilization of aminated DNA strands on the surface of the aldehyde group-modified substrate. The reaction between the amine group
and the aldehyde group formed a Schiff base. (D) Immobilization of biotinylated DNA strands on the streptavidin-modified substrate.

trix was attached to an electrode array. When a positive
potential was applied to the electrodes, the biotinylated
polyanionic DNA was allowed to combine with the hy-
drogel. Three hybridization regions were designed on the
fixed DNA molecules so that three kinds of complementary
DNA probes with different fluorescence labels could selec-
tively hybridize with the DNA molecule on the hydrogel.
The hybridization of three DNA probes on one fixed DNA
strand led to a total of eight (23) combinations or one byte
for data storage. Moreover, editing, rewriting, and bit shift-
ing were realized via strand displacement reaction, and ran-
dom access was also achieved on the individually address-
able electrodes.

For two immobilization methods, the chemical method
based on covalent bonding provides stable and localized
DNA immobilization, which is compatible with array-
based DNA processes. For frequent data reading and writ-
ing, the chemically immobilized DNA exhibits far better re-
liability against solvation, diffusion, and electric migration
than physical adsorption. However, other than the long-
term stability, the data storage density is also an important
aspect. For the chemical method, only a monolayer of DNA
can be deposited on the surface of the substrate, so the den-
sity is limited by the steric hindrance and surface area. In
contrast, the physical method (i.e. layer-by-layer assembly)
can accommodate large amounts of DNA on the surface,
despite that the relatively weak physical interaction may
lead to poor stability and robustness. To conclude, from the
perspective of storage density, the layer-by-layer assembly
method is usually preferred, but possible data loss and dam-
age to DNA should be further studied.

Critical conditions for DNA preservation

Paleontological genome DNA stored in fossils, ambers, and
salt crystals can retain their biological functions, which im-
plies their incredible lifespan. Under favourable preserva-
tion conditions, DNA molecules can be stable for thou-
sands of years, making it an ideal medium for non-volatile
memory. However, as a biomacromolecule, DNA is also
susceptible to degradation. For example, DNA can be
irreversibly damaged when exposed to acids, light, high
humidity, high temperature, or reactive oxygen species

(ROS). So, the protection of a DNA-based database re-
quires the elimination of these factors from the storage
conditions.

DNA has good solubility in water, and most of the DNA-
related biological processes are accomplished in an aque-
ous solution. Therefore, directly storing DNA in water is
straightforward for subsequent reading operations. Unfor-
tunately, the dissolved DNA in an aqueous solution is prone
to depurination, deamination, depyrimidination, and hy-
drolytic cleavage of the phosphate backbone (145–149).
Under alkaline conditions, the DNA degradation catal-
ysed by acids is prevented (150), and the depurination of
DNA can also be suppressed in solutions of high ionic
strength (151). Under favourable alkaline conditions with
high ionic strength, DNA stability is mainly affected by oxi-
dation. Apart from dissolved oxygen, trace amounts of met-
als (e.g. Fe3+, Cu2+, etc.) notably enhance oxidative damage
to DNA by producing hydroxyl radicals through the Fenton
reaction (152–154). Unfortunately, the presence of transi-
tion metal ions in a DNA sample is almost inevitable. DNA
purified at the highest standard still contains ∼30 ppb of Fe,
and that common stabilizers and buffers lead to additional
metal contamination (154). Lanthanide ions like CeIV ions
have been proven to activate the phosphodiester linkages in
DNA, which is susceptible to nucleophilic attack, leading
to DNA hydrolysis (155). The addition of metal chelators
such as ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) may miti-
gate the metal pollution, but it cannot avoid oxidation dam-
age generated by the Fenton reaction (156,157). To prevent
DNA from oxidation, antioxidants and radical scavengers
can be added to the storing medium.

Another environmental factor affecting DNA preserva-
tion is temperature. Under high temperature, the probabil-
ity of molecular collision increases so that a greater amount
of molecules acquires the activation energy for unwanted re-
actions, as predicted by Arrhenius’s Law (158). In a pyroly-
sis experiment, complete degradation of DNA was observed
at 180◦C in a few minutes (159). Although cryopreservation
of DNA decreases the DNA degradation reactivity, cryol-
ysis can also be induced by the formation of cracks within
the ice at low temperatures (160). To address these prob-
lems, additives such as trehalose can improve the stability
and integrity of DNA during prolonged preservation (161–
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163). Strong hydrogen bonds between trehalose molecules
and DNA strands offset the electrostatic repulsion between
DNA backbones (161). The effect of limited molecular mo-
bility of DNA can be enhanced by the vitreous matrix pro-
vided by trehalose (164,165). Other additives such as resver-
atrol and DNAStable have also been examined as effective
preservatives (166,167).

On the other hand, despite low temperature is benefi-
cial for long-term preservation, it increases the cost remark-
ably. So, natural permafrost is concerned as a favourable
choice for low-frequency archival storage to reduce the cost.
However, low temperature attributes less to the robustness
of DNA storage compared with keeping at the dry state
(168,169). Although DNA can maintain its integrity in an
aqueous solution for tens of thousands of years at 10◦C,
it is still three magnitudes lower than that stored in the dry
state (8). The dehydrated DNA is more chemically inert ow-
ing to decreased molecular mobility and absence of water
or dissolved oxygen that usually participated in the DNA
damage. Consequently, for DNA-based data storage, keep-
ing the DNA samples dry is superior to keeping them at a
low temperature.

Ionising radiation, including �, � and X rays, can also
induce the damage of DNA molecules, such as chain break
and chemical changes of bases. The damage can be at-
tributed to a combination of direct and indirect reactions.
For the direct reactions, ionising radiations indiscriminately
transfer energy to electrons in the irradiated molecules,
which are excited to react with other reagents (170). For
example, a C-H bond in DNA can be activated to gener-
ate a highly reactive carbon-centred radical, leading to ox-
idization, reduction, and even strand breakage. Sanche et
al. reported that transient radical anions in DNA molecules
formed under the radical attacks (171), which might further
induce bond breakage.

For the indirect reactions, ionising radiation activate wa-
ter molecules to produce aggressive ·OH radicals (172),
which can react with sugar and base moieties of DNA
and cause subsequent side reactions such as ring-opening,
pyrimidine oxidation, and bond breakage (173,174). Due
to DNA repair mechanisms (175) and radical scavengers
(176), the problem of radiation damage can be alleviated
in vivo. As previously estimated, about one single-strand
break occurred per 107 bp/Gy of radiation (177). However,
the molecular damage is much more significant for in vitro
DNA systems in absence of repair pathways. Besides, for
certain conditions, such as in an space station, the intensity
of cosmic rays is much higher than that at sea level (178),
which lead to much more DNA damages. So, the effect of
ionising radiation on a DNA database can also be a signif-
icant concern.

Considering all conditions mentioned above, a currently
feasible solution for DNA database preservation is to en-
capsulate the DNA in a dehydrated state (Figure 5A)
(116,179,180). Paunescu et al. (180) reported the preserva-
tion of DNA by adsorption on the surface of submicron-
sized silica particles modified with positive-charged ammo-
nium groups and subsequently depositing a silica layer on
it. The encapsulation of the silica layer prevented the DNA
from damages under high temperature, ROS, and UV irra-
diation. The dense silica layer acted as a hermetic diffusion

barrier to external oxygen, ROS, and metal ions. Although
the outmost amorphous silica was a UV-permeable mate-
rial (>60% transparent at 170 nm wavelength), the geomet-
ric shape was able to scatter light of low wavelengths so that
the DNA inside could maintain its integrity even under the
UV radiation. Recently, Koch et al. reported the dispersion
of as-synthesized microparticles in polycaprolactone (PCL)
for three-dimensional (3D) printing (179). The files encoded
in the DNA molecules were required for 3D modelling and
printing. They iterated as high as six times of these proce-
dures including extracting DNA from printed objects via
PCR amplification, decoding DNA to obtain the data file,
and 3D printing objects using PCL fibres mixed with mi-
croparticles according to the files. The hard silica shell was
capable of protecting the DNA from the violent stress in
filament extrusion (Figure 5B). To conclude, the encapsu-
lation of DNA is a currently feasible and effective method
for long-term preservation, which endows the DNA storage
system with relatively high stability and considerable stor-
age density.

CHALLENGES BEFORE LARGE-SCALE APPLICA-
TIONS

Although DNA-based data storage has theoretically higher
data density, longer retention time, and lower power con-
sumption than current electronic memory devices, the max-
imum storage capacity until now is less than 1GB, much
lower than the state-of-the-art data storage devices. There
remain several challenges to achieve the large-scale appli-
cation of DNA-based data storage. Further improvements
rely on the progress in all of the steps involved in the data
storage, including data encoding, DNA synthesis, preserva-
tion, data retrieval, and DNA sequencing.

To ensure the correct retrieval of data from the DNA se-
quences, error-correction based on data redundancy is in-
dispensable. Generally, more data redundancy leads to bet-
ter correction of errors, either from DNA synthesis or se-
quencing. However, more data redundancy also results in
decreased encoding efficiency, in other words, less informa-
tion can be encoded in the DNA sequences. Thus, there is
a trade-off between error-correction ability and logical data
density. In addition, the performance of ECC differs when
applied in different encoding frameworks shown in Figure
2. The choices of encoding framework and the ECC should
be systematically considered for optimal error tolerance and
coding efficiency.

The array-based DNA synthesis enables the paralleled
synthesis of a large group of DNA molecules with differ-
ent sequences, and the reagent consumption is less than the
column-based synthesis method. However, it is still chal-
lenging to push the synthesis scale to the level that can
be competitive against the scale of conventional electronic
memory, in terms of encoded data. A larger synthesis scale
relies on the fabrication of smaller features (e.g. electrodes)
on the chip, leading to problems that affect the fidelity of
DNA syntheses, such as the cross-talk between adjacent mi-
croelectrodes in the array and low reproducibility. The ad-
vance in this aspect probably relies on the advent of new
enzymatic synthesis, which may considerably enhance the
length, quality, and speed of the DNA synthesis (e.g. with
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Figure 5. Schematics for long-term DNA preservation. (A) Preservation for layer-by-layer assembled DNA, in which cationic polymer and anionic DNA
were organized into a layer-by-layer structure based on electrostatic interaction on the surface of microparticles (116). (B) DNA preservation by packaging
in silica beads and then dispersed in polycaprolactone fibres. The DNA strands were encoded with data files that were used for 3D printing of a rabbit
model. DNA molecules could be further extracted, amplified, and sequenced to acquire encoded files (179). Reproduced with permission (179). Copyright
2020, Springer Nature.

the use of template-independent TdT). The greater synthe-
sis length, higher accuracy, and speed will also reduce the
synthesis cost, which is a crucial factor that restricts the ap-
plicability of DNA-based data storage. Akin to the transi-
tion from column-based to array-based chemical synthesis,
the development of paralleled high-throughput enzymatic
DNA synthesis will be probably the focus of research in the
future.

Preservation of DNA molecules away from adverse fac-
tors (e.g. by encapsulation in silica beads) can ensure long-
term stability for data retention. Proper environmental con-
ditions and additives should be investigated to pursue a
long retention time to the theoretical limit. Additionally,
the preservation by encapsulation avoids direct access to
the data files. For example, DNA encapsulated in silica can-
not be directly amplified and retrieved by PCR unless re-
leased from the beads. Therefore, an optimized preservation
method should balance the long-term stability and the ac-
cessibility of data.

In the past few decades, high-throughput sequencing
technology has achieved remarkable progress, which is char-
acterized by a significant reduction in sequencing costs and
time. Nevertheless, the data reading speed is still several or-
ders of magnitude lower than that on conventional data
media (e.g. flash memory). Therefore, the application of
DNA storage at present is usually limited to archival stor-
age and is impractical for low-latency data memory units
used in mobile phones, computers, or other consumer elec-
tronic devices. So far, third-generation sequencing based on
nanopore technology has been a promising technique to ad-
dress this problem. But many problems hinder its utilization
in DNA data storage. The nanopore sequencing relies on
the detection of weak electric signals, which can be easily
interfered with by background noises caused by vibrations

and electric circuits. Furthermore, the translocation speed
of DNA is difficult to control. High speed usually results
in poor resolution of the electronic signals, which makes it
hard to distinguish both the type and length of nucleotides.
So, a technical breakthrough is still for fast and real-time
data reading in large-scale application of DNA-based stor-
age systems.

Another issue is the cost to store data in DNA. Despite
the theoretical advantages compared with conventional dig-
ital memory, DNA-based data storage is still much more
expensive, and the majority of the cost comes from DNA
synthesis. Currently, synthesizing millions of different DNA
sequences still requires cutting-edge technology. The cost
for synthesis and sequencing has been estimated to be at
least ∼$3500/MB, as previously estimated by Erlich and
Zielinski (16), which renders the large-scale DNA storage
currently impractical. The technical development of DNA
synthesis and sequencing is urgently demanded to reduce
the expense of DNA data storage to an acceptable level.

Despite those challenges, we are still optimistic about the
future of DNA-based data storage. It is always instructive
to learn the wisdom of natural creatures, such as cells that
have proofreading mechanisms for error correction of the
DNA synthesized (181,182). This leads to in vivo storage of
digital information or the use of proofreading enzymes for
in vitro databases. In addition, genetic information can be
exchanged between cells by plasmids, which are applied by
bacteria to proliferate and overcome adversity (183–185).
The plasmid can act as a carrier for information storage in
living organisms. Emerging technologies, including the en-
zymatic synthesis of DNA, the development of computer
and information technology, will lead to new robust en-
coding structures and error correction schemes. Other op-
timizations of DNA editing, encrypting and maintaining,
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immobilization, and storing approaches (e.g. clustered reg-
ularly interspaced short palindromic repeats (103,186,187),
rewriting based on strand replacement reaction (66), and
random number generation for encryption (188)) should
help to reduce the uncertainties in large-scale DNA-based
data storage and eventually makes the DNA a promising
data storing medium for human beings.

CONCLUSION

With the rapid development of information technology, the
worldwide explosion of data generation has increasingly
challenged the production of conventional electronic mem-
ory based on silicon. Carbon-based DNA molecular data
storage discussed in this review is probably one of the most
promising technologies to address this issue considering its
high data retention time, storage density, and relatively low
energy consumption in data copying, pasting, editing, and
reading. In this review, we introduced the general processes
of data storage in DNA. Then we focused on the uncertain-
ties involved in those steps and potential methods for error
correction. Finally, we discussed the remaining challenges
for the realization of large-scale DNA-based data storage
systems and further research direction in this area. As a
novel molecular media for data storage, DNA is still in its
infancy. Indeed, substantial breakthroughs are still required
to achieve the large-scale application. However, we believe
it is a promising technology to solve the problem of data
explosion, especially considering the rapid developments in
DNA synthesis, sequencing, and other related technologies.
As Grass et al. proposed (179), everything may act as a car-
rier of a DNA database in the future, which may have a pro-
found influence on a range of fields, including data manage-
ment, the internet of things (IoT), and blockchain.
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